
Condair‘s OEM Services
Designing innovative humidification and 
evaporative cooling solutions for Original 
Equipment Manufacturers globally.

Humidification and Evaporative Cooling



About Condair
Condair has been a world leader in state-of-the-art  
humidification and evaporative cooling technology for 
over 70 years.  The company draws upon it‘s  
extensive experience to develop and ever growing 
range of products manufactured to stringent ISO 
9001:2015 certified quality standards.  These  
standards allow us to provide our customers with  
maximum reliability, minimum maintenance and a 
choice of energy sources.

The OEM Team
Condair‘s OEM team is comprised of humidification and  
evaporative cooling experts that are able to assist you 
in selecting the perfect solution for your facility.  Our 
team is also able to calculate cost savings for energy 
efficient solutions, provide water treatment options, 
and provide installation and service options if required.  
Our OEM team is one stop for all your humidification 
and evaporative cooling needs.

Why Humidify
The humidity inside your building has a direct impact 
on the people, property, and processes inside this 
space.  The importance of humidity is so significant 
that clear directives exist in many countries for the  
operation and maintenance of humidification systems.

It is also scientifically proven that low humidity levels 
can have a negative impact on human health if  
straying from the narrowly defined humidity range 
between 40–60%. These values are often difficult 
to maintain under day-to-day conditions. This is why 
we provide a comprehensive range of humidification 
systems embodying a variety of technologies to ensure 
optimal air humidification in every situation.



Condair Humidifiers & Evaporative Coolers 
When you choose Condair products, you are choosing a company that has built a reputation for superior quality 
humidification and evaporative cooling systems.  Condair is also the only humidifier company to manufacture a  
complete range of solutions including electric steam, high pressure, evaporative media, direct steam injection, 

steam exhancge, gas fired, and direct room technologies.  Below is an overivew of some of our technologies.

Condair OEM Services
Designing humidification and evaporative cooling solutions for 

internal use in specialty air handling equipment.

MES Series 
Electrode Steam Humidifier 
The MES2 produces pure, 
uncontaminated moisture 
with minimal maintenance 
and it uses 5 times less  
water than other technolgies.

ME Series 
Evaporative Media  
Humidifier / Cooler 
The ME is an efficient way to 
provide both humidificaiton 
and cooling DEC/IDEC while 
reducing building energy 
usage.

GS Series 
Gas Steam Humidifier 
The GS provides clean atmo-
spheric steam with econo-
mial operation, simplified 
maintenance and reliable 
performance. 

DL Series 
Hybrid Humidifier 
The DL combines both 
atomizing and evaporative 
technologies that delivers 
hygiene, performance, and 
cost-effectiveness.

AM Series 
Short Absorption Manifold 
The AM SAM-e steam  
absorption system is for use 
in air handling units and 
duct systems where short 
steam absorption distance is 
critical.

RS Series 
Resistive Steam Humidifier 
The RS has a patented scale 
management system that  
removes the separated scale 
during operation resulting in 
easy cleaning & maintenance.



Condair is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial and industrial humidification and evaporative cooling products 
and systems, setting standards with regard to energy efficiency and hygienic solutions. 
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OEM Applications

References

Data Centers

Cold Storage

Green Buildings

Hospitals & Health Care

Food Manufacturing

Electronic & Semi-Conductor

Hot Yoga & Spa Wellness 

Laboratories & Clean Rooms 

Printing / Packaging 

Cannabis Growing Facilities

Pharmaceuticals

Automotive & Paint Booths

Condair‘s OEM team has been integral in many successful humidification 
and evaporative cooling projects around the world.   
View our full project list: www.condair.com/condair-world.

Condair‘s humidification and evaporative cooling technologies improve  
productivity in many industries such as: 

Contact our OEM team today to see how we can help 
with your next project.

na.hasales@condair.com

Condair Configure
Remote Product Configuration for HELP Software:  The Help API offers real 
time remote product configuration solutions for load sizing, configuration, 
and technical information about our humidification products.


